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Abstract

An air-breathing polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell bears many advantages, which are important for portable-power applications.
However, several barriers must be overcome before an air-breathing PEMFC achieve commercially wide-scale adoption. In this paper, with
emphasis on improving the performance of air-breathing PEMFC, the simulation and experiment has been done simultaneously. Considering
t upled three-
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he natural convection in the cathode side, electrochemical reaction in the catalyst layer, water transport in the membrane, a co
imensional complex model has been developed in this work. The parameters which greatly affect the performance of an air-breath
ave been calculated for the base case such as the distribution of water and reactant, temperature and electrochemical performanc

he numerical result, the experiment test system have been designed to investigate the temperature distribution and cell perfor
esults from this work show that the performance of air-breathing PEMFCs is strongly affected by natural convection feature. The con
osses play a major role on the cell performance. The ambient relative humidity also has significant effect on the cell performance
f water, temperature, velocity and electrochemical reaction have strong interaction on each others.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Small fuel cells have provided significant advantages in
ortable electronic applications over conventional battery
ystems. However, the typical polymer electrolyte fuel cell
ystem with its heavy reliance on subsystems for cooling,
umidification and air supply would not be practical in small
pplications. The air-breathing polymer exchange membrane

uel cells (PEMFCs) without moving parts (external humidi-
cation instrument, fans or pumps) are one of the most com-
etitive candidates for future portable-power applications. An
ir-breathing PEMFC design in our laboratory is illustrated in
ig. 1. When this cell is working, the heat generated due to ir-
eversibility of fuel cell. Meanwhile, the oxygen is consumed
nd water is produced in catalyst layer. The gas mixture den-
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sity is accordingly changed based on ideal gas’s law.
heated fluid becomes less dense and flows upwards,
packets of cooled fluid become denser and sink becau
buoyancy force. Therefore, the air in the ambient is indu
into cathode channel like a breath and the cathode rea
is replenished. The convection caused by temperature d
ence or concentration gradient is called natural convecti
free convection. The PEMFCs in which the air is breathed
cell by natural convection is so called air-breathing PEMF
However, there are several problems should be envisag
attain a commercially viable portable-power generation
tem for air-breathing PEMFCs. In the natural convect
the velocity profile depends on temperature and conce
tion gradient which affected by electrochemical reaction
material properties. When the air flow rate in the cath
channel is insufficient due to weak natural convection o
liquid water exists in cathode channel and diffusion laye
that the gas way for oxygen transport is blocked when
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Nomenclature

Acv specific area for control volume (m2 m−3)
B coefficient in concentration over potential

equation
Cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure

(J K−1 kg−1)
Dw effective diffusion coefficient of water in the

membrane
F Faraday’s constant, 96,487 C/equivalent
g gravity (m s−2)
hm mass transfer coefficient (m s−1)
I local current density (A cm−2)
I lim concentration limiting current density

(A cm−2)
I0 exchange current density (A cm−2)
keff effective thermal conductivity
kp hydraulic permeability (cm2)
L characteristic length (m)
m mass fraction
M molar mass of gases (kg mol−1)
nd electro-osmotic drag coefficient
R gas constant, 8.314 J mol−1 K−1

S source term in governing equation
Sh Sherwood number
tm membrane thickness (mm)
T temperature (K)
ǔ velocity (m s−1)
V voltage (V)
Voc open circuit voltage (V)
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

Greek letters
α net water transfer coefficient per proton
� change in. . .
ε porosity
η over potential (V)
µ dynamic viscosity (kg m−3)
ρ density (kg m−3)

Superscripts and subscripts
a anode
act activation
b ambient
c cathode
conc concentration
H2 hydrogen
H2O water
ohm Ohmic losses
O2 oxygen
u momentum source
v vapor
w water

working at high ambient humidity, the oxygen consumed in
catalyst layer could not be replenished. Thus the performance
of air-breathing PEMFCs could be greatly diminished due
to concentration losses. From previous research it is proved
that the concentration losses due to oxygen transport limita-
tion are much higher than typical forced convection PEMFCs
[1–6]. Water management is another problem which greatly
affects performance of air-breathing PEMFCs. When the air-
breathing PEMFC works at low humidity, because the all
water source is only from the water product in cathode re-
action and air humidity, the membrane is easy to be dehy-
drated in anode side. And then the proton transfer resistance
strongly increases because of low protonic conductivity of
membrane. Reversely, when air-breathing working at high
ambient humidity, the vapor water condensed into liquid and
then blocks the gas way resulting in serious oxygen trans-
port limitation. To further the development and improvement
of the air-breathing PEMFCs, understanding the phenomena
inside cell through the experiment and numerical calculation
is apparently significant.

In previous studies, many pioneers have contributed
to the modeling of fuel cells. Most early studying is one-
dimensional (1D) or two-dimensional (2D) flows[7–13].
Undoubtedly, those works have provided useful insight
and fundamental understanding, but primarily analytic and
required a number of simplifications. The full solution for
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ng,
b sical
p ional
fl ions,
uid dynamics and thermodynamics equations could n
ncluded in those models due to limitation of numerical te
iques. To predict the performance of fuel cells, investi

he operation of fuel cells and optimize the distribution
as, recently some 3D models have developed and solv
ifferent extent of complexity including single or two-ph
odeling [23,24] in several papers using the methods

omputational fluid dynamics[14–19]. However, surveyin
vailable literatures, few Papers addressed to mod
f the air-breathing PEMFC. Schmitz[20] developed

wo-dimensional isothermal model, and discussed
ifferent channel opening ratio’s effect on the fuel ce
erformance. Li et al.[21] studied mass transfer in a fr
onvection PEMFC using theoretical analysis being ana
ith heat transfer and experiment testing to investigatio
ffect of mass transfer on cell performance.

The objective of this paper of this study is to develo
hree-dimensional model to account for the effect of fl
ynamic, heat/mass transport and electrode kinetics o
erformance of an air-breathing PEMFC. The model is
ated via single cell experiment testing performed in fuel
enter of KIER.

. Mathematic models

Modeling of an air-breathing PEMFC is challengi
ecause the processes involve many coupled phy
henomena such as multi-component, multi-dimens
ow, heat and mass transfer with electrochemical react
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Fig. 1. Geometry of an air-breathing PEMFC.

natural convection in cathode, conjugate heat transfer
between fluid and solid, and transport in porous medium.
A better understanding of these transport processes will
provide efficient water management, alleviate mass transport
limitation, and improve cell performance. All equations
included in this model are presented below.

2.1. Governing equations

In the gas flow field, the flow is laminar steady state flow.
The governing equations of fluid flow represent mathematical
statements of the conservation laws of physics. Considering
special coupled electrochemistry here, all governing equation
and source term is summarized inTable 1.

The momentum equation and energy equation are coupled
via equation of state of ideal mixtures.

ρ = P

RT
(∑

Xm/Mm
) (1)

In governing equation,ε is porosity for porous medium. It
is 0.4 for diffusion layer, 0.28 for catalyst layer, and 1.0 for
other region.

2.2. Water transport in membrane

Water exists in the form of vapor when the air-breathing
P ms

for vapor water transport from anode to cathode in the fuel
cells is considered: (i) electro-osmotic drag, which is cause
by proton transport from anode side to cathode side of the
membrane; (ii) back-diffusion, which is due to the concentra-
tion gradient of water created by water generation in cathode
reaction.

To minimize the complexity of model it is assumed that the
gradient of water concentration across the membrane can be
approximated by a single-step linear difference between the
concentration in cathode and in anode because the membrane
in this studying is enough thin. The final expression net water
molecular per proton flux can be yielded as:

α = nd − FDw(Cw,c − Cw,a)

Itm
(2)

Here the diffusion coefficient, electro-osmotic coefficient
depends on water content in membrane that is decided by
water activity. The detailed equations have already developed
by Springer et al.[9].

2.3. Electrochemical equations

In this model activity over-potential in catalyst layer,
ohmic resistance in membrane and oxygen transport lim-
ited over-potential in cathode reaction layer are involved
i d as

T
S

rce term

An EM

M SH

M −
H −
O 0
H Saw

E Iη
EMFCs working in low ambient humidity. Two mechanis

able 1
ummary of governing equations in MEA

Conversation equation Sou

GDL

ass ∇ · (ερu�) = Sm 0

omentum ∇ · (ρuu��) = −∇P + ∇ · (µ∇u�) + Su −µu�

kp

2 ∇ · (ερmH2u
�) = ∇ · (Deff

H2
∇ρmH2) + SH2 0

2 ∇ · (ερmO2u
�) = ∇ · (Deff

O2
∇ρmO2) + SO2 0

2O ∇ · (ερmH2Ou
�) = ∇ · (Deff

H2O∇ρmO2) + SO2 0

nergy ∇ · (ερcPu
�T ) = ∇ · (keff∇T ) + ST 0
n voltage losses. The detailed equation is describe

ode catalyst layer Cathode catalyst layer M

2 + Sa
H2O SO2 + Sc

H2O 0
µu�

kp
−µu�

kp
0

IMH2OAcv

2F 0 0

− IMO2Acv

4F 0
= −MwAcvαI/F ScM = −IMO2Acv/4F + IMwAcv/2F

+ αIMwAcv/F

0

a Iηc Iηm
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Table 2
Values for parameters and boundary condition used in the model

Parameters Symbol Value Parameters Symbol Value

Porosity in carbon paper and catalyst layerε 0.4, 0.28 Cathode channel height and width hc, wc 0.3 cm
Average current density Iavg 0.15 A cm−2 Relative humidity in air ξ 63% RH
Ambient temperature, pressure Tb, P 299 K, 101325 Pa Membrane dry density ρdry 1840 kg m−3

Anode channel width, height wa, ha 0.1 cm Membrane dry equivalent weigh Mdry 1100 kg kmol−1

H2 inlet temperature Ta 299 K Membrane thickness tm 0.00508 cm
H2 flow rate in inlet NH2 7.198E−08 kg s−1 Thickness of diffusion layer, catalyst layer td, ts 0.026 cm, 0.001 cm
Permeability in GDL kp 1.8E−18 m2 Oxygen/nitrogen ratio in air ζ 0.21/0.79
Permeability in catalyst layer kp 1.76E−12 m2 Cathode channel length Lc 47 mm

following:

VC = VOC − ηact − ηohm − ηconc (3)

ηact = RT

0.5F ln(I/I0PO2)
(4)

ηohm = tmI

σm
(5)

ηconc = BT ln

(
1 − I

Ilim

)
(6)

The dimensionless oxygen mass transfer coefficient Sher-
wood number is calculated by:

Sh = hO2
m L

DO2

(7)

At the limiting current density an electrochemical sys-
tem is under mass transport control. A surface concentration
of zero corresponds to the limiting current density condi-
tion, and then the limited current density equation becomes
[22]:

IL = 4FDO2c
∞
O2
Sh

(8)
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2.5. Solution algorithm

The governing equations and appropriate boundary con-
ditions were implemented and solved in commercial Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics software STAR-CD V3.15A that
employs a finite volume formulation. All processes were op-
erated in LINUX. MARS (monotone advection and recon-
struction scheme) and SIMPLE algorithm was used to solve
the governing equations. The governing equations for elec-
trochemical reaction in the MEA and water transport in mem-
brane were simultaneously solved by user subroutine in form
of FORTRAN code based on finite differential approach. The
source terms for mass and energy conservation equations
were calculated by a given value of average current density
and estimated over-potential at the first. And then the mole
fraction, temperature, and other parameters in fluid field were
obtained from the solution in STAR-CD, which were used to
calculate the local current density, over-potential and net wa-
ter transport molecular in membrane for next iteration. Then
the source terms were upgraded using these calculated lo-
cal current density and over-potential. These processes were
iterated until the residuals agree with the specified values.

3. Experimental
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.4. Boundary and initial conditions

The numerical domain used here include full single
eometry region. In the cathode side, air is induced into
de channel from bottom opening and discharged from

op vent by natural convection. It is evident the velocity
ressure values at the inlet and exit sections are not k
priori. Hence computation domain was extended wel

ond the geometrical configuration to free boundary co
ion where the pressure must be equal to that of the u
urbed environment. The computation domain except the
hysical domain is called reservoirs. The minimum ver
nd horizontal size of reservoirs has been estimated as s

n Fig. 1. The hydrogen flow rate in the inlet was calcula
ased on average current density and hydrogen stoichi
ic. Other detailed boundary condition used in the mode
e found inTable 2.
The aim of this experiment study is to demonstrate
erical calculation for an air-breathing PEMFC. The per
ance of the fuel cell was characterized with polarization

urrent transient measurements. Because the tempera
ital parameters for natural convection, the temperatu
he anode plate and cathode carbon paper surface wer
ested.

.1. Experiment preparation

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the air-breathing PEM
nd temperature test position, the structure of the single

ncludes end-plates, gas flow distributor, current collec
embrane electrode assembly (MEA). The gas distribu
late is made of stainless steel. The material of anode
athode end plate is aluminum. The gas distribution p
lay a role as a current collector and flow field plate
xygen and hydrogen. The thickness of end plate is

ive thick to enable the measurement of cell performance
emperature. For the single cell testing, the small thick
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Fig. 2. The schematic test system for an air-breathing PEMFC.

of end plate results in great internal resistance between MEA
and plate. Thus the performance of cell strongly decreased
due to this contact resistance. The thickness of endplate is
15 mm, and internal resistance of 47 m% was demonstrated
through testing after preferable assembling. The temperature
was measured with a temperature thermal couple located in
a hole drilled into the end plate and gas flow plate of cath-
ode side. The 34 cm2 active area MEA consisted of a Nafion
112 and two electrodes, each comprising a catalyst layer and
a gas diffusion layer. The catalyst layer contains dispersed
platinum with a loading of 0.3 mg cm−2. The gas diffusion
layer is carbon paper. The gas flow channel in cathode is com-
posed of 23 uniformly straight parallel channels with width
and thickness of 0.3 cm. Anode flow channel designed in ser-
pentine asFig. 1with square area of 0.1 cm× 0.1 cm.

3.2. Measurement procedure

All experiments were carried out in a fuel cell test facility
Hewlett Packard 34970A Data Acquisition/Switch unit made
by HP corp., which is designed to be mated with the 1 kW
electronic loads and HP VEE pro 6.0 program. A laptop was
used to control the test station and to record the measurement
data through VEE pro 6.0 software. Dry hydrogen was fed
to the anode. The stoichiometry of 1 is used for hydrogen
fl usly
o . To
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i
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4
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in the channel when the experiment is doing. Therefore, there
is not liquid water block in the channel and back diffusion
layer. From the results it can be seen that the cell operated
at 53% RH has better performance in the mass limitation re-
gion (high current density). In this case, the oxygen transport
limitation mainly caused by weak natural convection but not
liquid water blocking. The performance for low current load
is improved when the ambient air humidity increases. When
the relative humidity of air is 63%, the performance is better
than 53% RH at low current load, but then it is decreased
due to liquid water effect. The most liquid water exists in
diffusion layer and blocks the gas way from channel to ar-
rive to reaction layer. However, when the air humidity rises
up to 77%, the liquid water can be observed in the cathode
channel and diffusion layer surface. The liquid water exists
in the form of small dew at first, and then it grows up to big
dew blocking the gas way, at this time it can be seen that
the performance suddenly decreases. Fortunately, only short
time latter the water become a water film and then drop down
due to gravity forces because the cell arranged in vertical po-
sition, while the performance sharply rises up. Therefore, in
the case of high air humidity, liquid water also plays a great
role in oxygen transport limitation. As a result that the tran-
sient performance of cell is really unstable when operated at
high humidity. These phenomena can be proved from tran-
sient test results of the voltage and current inFig. 4. In the
r in,
i d then
ow rate. The air-supply to the cathode was spontaneo
btained by natural convection from environmental air

est the distribution of temperature, the T type thermal
les were positioned to contact the cathode diffusion la

he endplate and cathode plate were machined eight ho
nsert the thermal couple, the position are illustrated inFig. 1.
he experiment test system is illustrated inFig. 2.

. Results and discussions

.1. Experiment results

The results from the performance measurements are
ented inFig. 3. Effects of ambient humidity can be observ
rom the curves of voltage and power versus current den
hen the ambient humidity is low at 53%, the performanc

ow due to low humidity in membrane at low current dens
ut improved when the current load increases and mem

s well hydrated. In this case the liquid water never obse
egion marked in a circle when time start from to 300 m
t can be seen that the voltage suddenly decreases an

Fig. 3. Cell performance for different operation conditions.
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Fig. 4. Transient voltage and current vs. time when ambient humidity is
77%.

increase latter due to liquid water effect. But these phenom-
ena are never found in the case of ambient humidity of 63%
(Fig. 5). Another reason to explain that the high performance
can be obtained by operated at high humidity is temperature
effect that can be found inFig. 6andFig. 7. Comparing these
two, the higher temperature was found for 77% RH at same
current load because condensation of vapor water releases
much heat. The temperature difference is the driven force
for natural convection. Therefore the natural convection is
enforced, and thus performance is improved. However, it is
extremely unstable at high humidity.

For the case of temperature test, it can be seen from
Figs. 6 and 7that the highest temperature can be found in
the bottom of side channels, position 7, and 8. This can be
explained from the polarization and current density distribu-
tion. In these places near the intake of cathode channel, the
chemical reaction should be stronger than other regions be-
cause enough oxygen supply. And in the side which is near
the anode inlet and outlet, the hydrogen is rich in the inlet re-

F ity is
6

Fig. 6. Temperature profile tested from diffusion layer when humidity is
77%, ambient temperature is 26◦C (◦C).

Fig. 7. Temperature profile tested from diffusion layer when humidity is
63%, and the ambient temperature is 26◦C (◦C).

Fig. 8. Comparison between the numerical prediction and experimental re-
sults.
ig. 5. Transient voltage and current vs. time when ambient humid
3%.
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Fig. 9. Current density distribution in catalyst layer surface.

Fig. 10. Temperature distribution in the surface of carbon paper in the side of contacting with cathode gas channel (oC).

gion, and membrane is well hydrated near the outlet region.
Hence the electrochemical reaction is strongest.

4.2. Calculation results

The fuel cell terminal voltage is calculated for series of
cell current density based the above model and boundary
condition inTable 2. Fig. 8shows the comparison of the re-
lationship between cell voltage and current density from this

numerical model with experiment results The black line in
Fig. 8 represents the experimental data, square symbols are
predicted results. It shows the numerical results agree well
with experiment. Some difference between them is because
in the experiment the performance is affected by the ambient
air condition strongly, and the air condition is not easy to
be controlled. Hence the air condition when the experiment
was doing is a little different from the calculation operation
condition, which is also as a result from electric resistance

Fig. 11. Limiting current density distribution in catalyst surface (mA cm−2).
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Fig. 12. Oxygen mole fraction distribution in cathode catalyst layer.

in other component which did not take into account in the
numerical model. Comparing with the typical PEMFC polar-
ization curve, it is evidential that the concentration losses of
air-breathing PEMFC is much serious due to oxygen mass
limitation.

Fig. 9 shows the current density distribution. Comparing
with temperature distribution obtained from experiment in
Fig. 7. The places where the tested temperature is high have
higher current density (position 7 and 8). That means the
electrochemical reaction is stronger there. These observation

also proves that the numerical calculation well agree with
the experiment.Fig. 10is distribution of calculated temper-
ature in the surface of diffusion layer that is close to cathode
channel. It is almost same as the experiment results. Highest
temperature is in the bottom of furthest left and right side air
channel.

Fig. 11is calculated limiting current density distribution.
It can be observed that the in the regions near the air intake
and vent and channels closing to anode inlet and outlet have
better oxygen transportation. The lowest limiting current den-
Fig. 13. Air velocity profile in
 cathode channel (m s−1).
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Fig. 14. Concentration losses distribution due to oxygen limitation (V).

sity is 281 mA cm−2. That means the cell cannot work beyond
this current density because oxygen is used up in some area.
Fig. 12 is oxygen mole fraction in cathode catalyst layer.
It is lower than in ambient air and channel because of con-
sumption in electrochemical reaction and insufficient natural
convection. In the side channel the oxygen mole fraction is
higher due to stronger natural convection.Fig. 13is air ve-
locity profile in cathode channel. It can be observed some air
also flow into channel from the open vent in the side channel
where it is near the anode inlet and outlet. The total calculated
mass flux from intake and open vent is 6.818E−7 kg s−1,
thus about 1.568E−7 kg s−1 oxygen come to catalyst layer.
However, for average current density of 150 mA cm−2, the
oxygen usage should be 5.7E−7 kg s−1, this is reason of that
the PEMFC working in natural convection air supply cannot
work in high current density. The distribution of concentra-
tion losses when current density load is 150 mA cm−2 can
be found inFig. 14. It is relatively high than typical forced
convection air supply PEMFC.

5. Conclusions

A comprehensive three-dimensional computational
model of an air-breathing PEMFC has been developed, with
the validation by experiment. The model accounts for all
m ass
t thing
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cell performance. The model can be easily used as a design
tool for air-breathing PEMFCs in the future.
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